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SEPTEMBER, 2021

SEPTEMBER PROGRAM MEETING via Zoom
Tuesday, September 14
6:30 p.m. Social/Business; 7:00 p.m. Program
SOUTH AFRICA:
WHERE THE FIRST AND THIRD WORLDS MEET
Dr. Mark Ellyne has a PhD from
Johns Hopkins School for Advanced
International Studies, where he
specialized in international finance
and politics. He is a specialist in
economic policy and worked in the
International Monetary Fund for 25
years, where he was involved
lending money to many insolvent
African countries.
He has visited and assessed more
than 20 African countries and
witnessed success stories as well.
One dramatic case was Zimbabwe, which broke ties with the IMF in
1998 and began a new economic policy that led to 280 billion
percent inflation and the collapse of the Zimbabwean currency in
2008.
Mark will discuss some of the political-economic history of South
Africa and explain why this “rich” country also has such a large,
impoverished population. South Africa is typical of other emerging
markets where there seem to be two economies operating side by
side: a modern competitive economy that looks like California in many
places, and a Third World traditional economy that looks like many
impoverished countries. Mark will help us understand this.
Mark and his wife Joyce live in Cape Town, South Africa for half the
year and in Denver the other half. He enjoys hiking, sailing, golf and
collecting African tribal artifacts.
Visitors are welcome. Send an email to ffdboard@gmail.com to
request a link to the program.

FROM THE PRESIDENT, Gerry Forney

IT’S A SMALL WORLD

Life is full of random connections. Luree and Scott Miller moved to Denver in
2013. They were active in Friendship Force of San Francisco and quickly became
active in Friendship Force Denver. Shortly after they moved here, Dave Bentzin
organized a dinner party where we first met the Millers. It turned out that Scott
had an MBA from the University of Chicago, where I studied geology. In the
1990s, Luree and Scott lived in Colorado Springs. They participated (with their
son) in a 1992 dinosaur expedition that I organized for the University of Chicago
Alumni Club. What a small world!
In my Presidents Column in the May 2021 Newsletter I talked about my two
centenarian friends. Luree called me, and she said that she knew my friend Gudrun Milbrodt who died in 2016
at the age of 102. Luree’s best friend in high school and nursing school was Gudrun’s niece. What a small
world!
There are about 7.5 billion people in the world, but thanks to mutual friends and acquaintances everyone is
connected. This is the theory called “Six Degrees of Separation.” You are one degree of separation from
everyone that you know. I currently have about 1,000 people in my Gmail contacts. If these were random
people from all over the world, then two degrees of separation would be a million people, and three degrees
would be a billion.
Of course, the world is not random, but if only 45 of my acquaintances provide a link, then six degrees would
easily take me to everyone on earth! And Friendship Force helps me to quickly build these sorts of links.
Thanks to Rachel and Marvin, I can link with everyone in Malawi. And Kachiko, Katsuo, Tadao, and Yumiko
take me quickly into Japan. Geoff, Graham, and Ross join me with everyone in Australia.
There is now some experimental confirmation of the Six Degrees theory. Initially, scientists tried to use snail
mail to get from one random person to another. This worked in a fashion, but the experiments were
considered inconclusive. However, with the advent of personal computers, we are all more connected, and
these connections can be more easily measured. In 2006, Microsoft studied 30 billion text messages sent in a
single month, and they found that the actual connection-level was 6.6. In 2016, Facebook calculated that
everyone on Facebook was connected at a level of 3.46. Remember that only about 5% of the people in the
world are on Facebook, so there is still plenty of room for more connection.
What we are seeing here is that friendship networks are growing larger thanks to modern communications and
global travel. Friendship Force is proud to be part of this worldwide movement of social change and human
integration.
The play Six Degrees of Separation first popularized this concept; it ends with this speech, which says it all:
“I read somewhere that everybody on this planet is separated by only six other people. Six degrees of
separation. Between us and everybody else on this planet. The president of the United States. A gondolier in
Venice. Fill in the names. I find that A) tremendously comforting that we're so close, and B) like Chinese water
torture that we're so close. Because you have to find the right six people to make the connection. It's not just
big names. It's anyone. A native in a rainforest. A Tierra del Fuegian. An Eskimo. I am bound to everyone on
this planet by a trail of six people.”
Let Friendship Force help you make the connection.
Gerry Forney
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2022 JOURNEYS
All dates to be determined.
FFDenver has been assigned the following Journeys from FFI:
INBOUND
International
Shizuoka Japan Possibly October. Irene Ludwig & Gerry Forney are
Journey Coordinators.
Domestic
SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW
Raleigh, NC Possibly September. Need Coordinator
COLORADO!
Try,OUTBOUND
try again! Our February Munch Lunch Bunch will, for the fourth time, morph into a
International
“Munch Punch Bunch” Happy Hour to sponsor a Know Your State Trivia Quiz.

Bundaberg and Blue Mountains, Australia, Note that the

Become
the winner
and join
the growing
list of previous
winners:
Australia
Journey
includes
2 different
clubs forauspicious
a 2 week
Journey. We
Ilene Americus (November), Mike Tanner (December), and Pam Comello’s guest Bob Settle
have some Coordinator applicants.
(January). They can attest to the fact that there may, or may not, be a prize at the end.

Domestic
County,
USA
(Bakersfield, CA) Possibly April-May 2022.
So, Kern
save the
date for the
fun:
Please begin thinking about this Journey. We will need
FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 19TH, AT 5:30 P.M.
Coordinators.

AndSince
be onmost
the lookout
to reluctant
the date for
Zoom details
fromdue
Gerry
Forney. As always, if
people closer
are still
to commit
to travel
to continuing
uncertainty, FFD would like at least an indication from its members as to their
interest in the above trips. We know that everything is subject to change, but
if there is not enough interest in the trips above or we do not have sufficient
hosts, we will not waste our time putting them together or trying to promote
these trips. It is a lot of work for a Coordinator.

Please let us know your interest so we can respond to the host clubs or
our incoming Ambassadors. Email us at ffdboard@gmail.com and tell us
if you are willing to host, what stipulations, if any, and whether you are
interested in visiting Australia or Kern County next year.

Thanks for your interest.
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Calling all members and wannabes!

FRIENDSHIP FORCE DENVER NEEDS YOUR HELP.
We are a great group of people; fun-loving, travel-loving, hospitable, generous, and kind. If you have
enjoyed the programming and events over the past year and a half, we are glad. Your Board has
worked very hard to maintain the club through a trying quarantine amidst fears, misinformation, and
Zoom paranoia!
Most of the Board and Officers have indicated their willingness to stand for reelection for 2022. Many
thanks for their past efforts and commitment to continue serving. However, we can’t do it alone.
Friendship Force needs two Board members plus others who are willing to help with
programming and planning. Elections will be at the October meeting.
If you would be willing to get involved, please send an email to ffdboard@gmail.com and let us
know. It is not a tremendous time commitment, and everyone on the Board would be happy to help
with advice and support. It’s a great way to become more involved and to establish closer
friendships.

Sept 2021
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FRIENDSHIP FORCE DENVER ANNUAL PICNIC

by Steve Crocker

Thirty-six local club members and their thirteen guests gathered in the beautiful large backyard of FFD
members Cindy and Mike Tanner in Columbine the late afternoon of August 1 for a delicious BBQ dinner.
Because of COVID, we haven’t been together for a year. Everyone was in good spirits, with the new Delta
variant still on a rather distant horizon.
It was a beautiful day. There was potato salad and coleslaw in abundance, soda pop, refreshing summer
drinks, and even cold beer to slake the thirst of many drinkers. Dessert was one of those sinfully delicious
chocolate cakes with icing half an inch thick.
For one FFD member helping at the serving table, memories of “slinging hash” at a certain sorority house in
Boulder many decades ago were suddenly awakened and
lingered in the memory the rest of the evening.
A dozen or so of the more adventurous took their turn with a bat
at a piñata hanging from a tree branch behind the house. The
result was a shower of goodies falling down on the lawn and
laughter all around.
They say that people of a certain age are like children again.
Based on the scene beside the Columbine Country Club golf
course, it would appear that this old adage remains true.

WHAT FUN TO BE TOGETHER AGAIN!
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FRIENDSHIP FORCE DENVER ANNUAL PICNIC

by Irene Ludwig

A perfect day for a picnic! The weather was pleasant when we arrived at the Tanners’ backyard and found
tables and chairs all set up and festively decorated. Thanks so much to Cindy and Mike who have hosted
many events in the past at their home.
Thanks to the efforts of Jeannette Armbrustmacher and Luree Miller, who did the organizing and planning, and
Ilene Americus, who did the food pick-ups, everything went like clockwork.
To make this a low-effort picnic, pork, beef and chicken were provided by Hogback BBQ in Littleton and
supplemented with coleslaw and potato salad, finished with a marvelous chocolate mousse cake from Costco.
We even had some leftovers!
We requested that everyone be vaccinated and/or masked to make all feel comfortable at the gathering, which
made it a terrific opportunity to get together again as a group
Of the 49 attendees, we had several guests and
previous members joining the festivities. I just spoke
with Lily Dearth on the phone, and she gushed “I had
such a wonderful time – it was great to see old
friends!” She brought her daughter Carolyn and
granddaughter.
Lily sat in a shady corner where she held court with
people coming to speak with her. She especially
enjoyed meeting new members of the club and spread
her gospel about what a wonderful organization
Friendship Force is for people to learn about one
another. She saw many old friends and mentioned
them in our phone conversation.
Virginia Harder and Lily were roommates on a trip to
Bergen, Norway in 1992 and they had great fun
reminiscing. Lily was thrilled to see Mary Lou
Bennington and Bob Damerau. Jim and Jane Watson
were also old friends. Mike Tanner made her
acquaintance and really enjoyed speaking with her. Of
course, Gerry and I had known Lily from our old days
at FFD and we have stayed loosely connected over the
years. We were so glad she came!
Pam Comello brought two guests who she met at her
yoga class, Mark and Joyce Ellyne. Gerry struck up a
conversation with them, with the happy result that
Mark will be our speaker in September. Read about his
talk on page 1, and be sure to join us.
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SAN LUIS VALLEY ADVENTURE

by Gerry Forney

The San Luis Valley is in south-central Colorado, and it is centered on the
town of Alamosa. The valley is bounded by the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains to the east and the San Juan Mountains to the west. The valley
is a basin that is part of a giant crack or rift in the crust of the earth that
extends from El Paso, Texas to Leadville, Colorado. Rift valleys like the
SLV are known for high heat flow and young volcanic activity, so the valley
has hot springs, lava flows, and other volcanic features.
In 2014, Ilene Americus (FFD VP) bought a vacation home in South Fork,
which is in the western part of the valley. Over the years, Ilene has
visited most of the tourist sites in the valley, and she wanted to share her
love for this area with fellow members of Friendship Force Denver. She
organized an FFD group that visited the valley from Wednesday, June 2 nd to Sunday, June 6th.
The group included Betsy Allen, Ilene Americus, Gerry Forney, Anne Green, Jack Green, Marilyn Larkin, Irene
Ludwig, Heidi McElrath, Jack Neff, Susan Raymer, and Cecil Roberts.
Our first stop on Wednesday was Penitentes Canyon, west of La Garita. The Penitentes were a fraternity of
Catholic laymen that was a secret society. In the old days, they practiced self-flagellation, so they were
suppressed by various archbishops in the late 1800s. The group was forced underground, and legend has it
that some Penitentes continued their practices in this beautiful, isolated canyon. Most of our group hiked the
canyon, which has tall volcanic walls that are now a popular spot for climbing. In olden days, the area above
the canyon was used for harvesting lumber, and the primitive oxcarts of lumbermen made deep ruts in the
soft rock.
We ate Wednesday dinner at Del Norte’s Three Barrel
Brewing Company, which brews beers that use malt and hops
grown in the San Luis Valley. The SLV is famous for hops as
well as Colorado potatoes, alfalfa, barley, wheat, and also
vegetables like lettuce, spinach, and carrots. Most of the
group stayed at the Windsor Hotel in Del Norte. The hotel
was built in 1871, and it has been lovingly restored with
money donated by the community.
Thursday was our day in Creede, Colorado. Creede is an old
mining town that has a year-round population of about 300
people. When silver was discovered in 1889, the population
quickly jumped to more than 10,000 people. The boomtown
had many famous bad guys including “Soapy” Smith, Bat
Masterson, and Robert Ford (the man who killed Jesse
James). We walked around the town, and we looked at many
of the old buildings that have survived. We visited the
Creede Historical Society, which is a museum in the old
Denver and Rio Grande Western train station.

continued
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SAN LUIS VALLEY ADVENTURE, continued
Creede also has one of the only underground fire stations in the world. In the 1970s, local miners used
donated materials to blast out a natural cave that could be used as a fire station for five different fire trucks.
The fire station was such a success that in 1990, the miners also built an underground mining museum. The
museum has a half-hour audio tour that takes visitors through the history of mining from early days until the
present. Like most small mountain towns, Creede has lots of arts and crafts shopping. Most of the group
shopped while several people drove the 17-mile “Bachelor Loop” through the ruins of the old mining district.
On Thursday evening, Ilene hosted a cook-out for the entire group, with Cecil Roberts as the guest chef.
Ilene has a friend near Del Norte who raises buffalo, so we were able to enjoy locally sourced bison burgers
and bison sausage.
Friday was our day to visit the Great Sand Dunes National Park. In the morning, we split up, and half of the
group had a docent-led tour of the San Luis Valley Museum in Alamosa. The museum is a nice little local
history museum with exhibits on farming, dairying, railroading, and ranching. We learned about the various
groups that settled in the valley including Native Americans, Hispanics, Mormons, Dutch, Germans, and
Japanese Americans. The most recent group to settle in the valley are Amish people who established a new
colony in about 2002. They bought land and settled south of Monte Vista, and there are now three colonies
scattered through the valley. Most of the Amish are farmers, but some of them also have stores. Part of our
group spent Friday morning visiting the Amish stores including Sunshine Salvage which sells discounted, nonrefrigerated groceries. Other stores sell quilts, furniture, fruits, and vegetables, and the Worth the Drive
Bakery has delicious cookies and baked goods.
We met for lunch on Friday at Mi Taquito, a taqueria in downtown Alamosa.
After a delicious lunch, we drove 35 miles northeast to the Great Sand Dunes
National Park. The Great Sand Dunes are the highest dunes in the United
States, and the high point is about 750 feet about the valley floor. The main
dune field covers about 30 square miles, and it backs up to the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains, where the sand is trapped by the mountain front. Medano
Creek forms the eastern boundary of the Sand Dunes, but the creek is
intermittent and only flows during snowmelt from May to July. We were near
the peak flow of the creek, so there were hundreds of people (and children)
playing and hiking in the shallow water. We walked barefoot for almost a mile
upstream enjoying the wet, cool sand between our toes.
After visiting the Sand Dunes, we drove about 25 miles
west to the Sand Dunes Swimming Pool north of the town
of Hooper. In the 1920s, several oil wells were drilled
between Hooper and Alamosa but found hot water instead
of oil. Local people came from Hooper to bathe in the hot
water. Women and children came Friday night, and the
men and boys came on Saturday night since almost no one
owned bathing suits. The first real swimming pool was built
in 1935, and the pool was extensively expanded and
redeveloped in 1995. Today there are two swimming pools.
The outdoor pool was full of children, so we paid a $5
upcharge to use the indoor pool. The indoor pool is called
the “Greenhouse” because it was formerly a hydroponic
garden for tomatoes and other vegetables. Today, the
tomatoes have been replaced with beautifully landscaped tropical plants, so the pool is a sort of Garden of
Eden. We soaked, enjoyed adult beverages, and ate until an afternoon thunderstorm forced us to leave.

continued
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SAN LUIS VALLEY ADVENTURE, continued
Two of the other hot water wells nearby have also been developed. Colorado Gators is located just south of
Hooper, and it is a reptile rescue and education facility. In 1974, the Erwin family bought a property with a
hot water well, and they started raising tilapia fish. In 1987, they bought 100 baby alligators to eat the guts
from the processed fish. The baby gators grew quickly in the warm water, and Colorado Gators quickly
became a popular tourist attraction.
Saturday we took the historic Cumbres and Toltec Scenic
Railroad. This narrow-gauge railroad was built in 1880, and
originally it extended all the way to Durango and Silverton. In
1971, the Denver and Rio Grande abandoned the railroad and
sold it to the states of Colorado and New Mexico. Today, the
narrow-gauge rails extend along the Colorado-New Mexico
border for about 64 miles from Antonito, Colorado to Chama,
New Mexico. Before the recent pandemic, you could take a train
from Antonito to Osier, New Mexico, which is near the mid-point.
From Osier, a second train would take you to Chama, and then a
bus would take you back to your car in Antonito. Because of
COVID-19 restrictions, the railroad is no longer offering bus
service. Therefore, we took the train to Osier, had a hearty meal
of meatloaf and turkey, and then took the same train back to Antonito.
The railroad starts in drab sagebrush country in Alamosa, but
once the train climbs into the mountains, the scenery is
spectacular. The locomotive is still coal-fired, so it is a good
idea not to wear your best clothes. The passenger cars are
also authentic (but restroom equipped), and there is a bar car
for light non-alcoholic refreshments. We spent much of our
time standing in the open gondola car where we could get a
360-degree view of the rocks and trees, along with the old
railroad buildings. We left at 10 in the morning, and got back
to Antonito about 5:00 PM, ready for a hot shower, but
enthusiastic about the wonderful journey.
Sunday was our travel day, and most of us drove home (about
4 hours) to Denver. We would like to thank Ilene Americus for
organizing our San Luis Valley adventure. We would also like to thank the San Luis Valley Development
Resources Group (https://www.slvdrg.org/) for letting us reprint their excellent map. The map shows all the
towns mentioned in the article except for La Garita/Penitentes Canyon, which is northwest of Center, Colorado.
This San Luis Valley adventure was a successful experiment. Because of COVID-19, we have been unable to
go on the usual Friendship Force Journeys, but many of our members are eager to travel again. Therefore,
we experimented with this new adventure format, and I think that everyone involved would agree that it was
a success. We hope to do a similar event sometime in the fall.
On a personal note, I became interested in this area because of the ancient sand dunes, which are an
important source of oil in Colorado and Wyoming. In the 1980s, I was part of a research project comparing
modern sand dunes and fossil sand dunes. In 1995, I wrote a popular article about the geology of the San
Luis Valley, and I would be pleased to send it to you if you are interested. Send me an email!
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AUSTRALIA’S BLUE MOUNTAINS

by Gerry Forney

Sometime in 2022, Friendship Force Denver will have an outbound journey to Australia. We are scheduled to
visit two clubs near the eastern coast of Australia. I visited the Blue Mountains in 2008 and 2019, and I am
looking forward to a third visit with Friendship Force in 2022. Since we were only tourists, we never really got
to meet or talk to any local people. “Faces not places” is the Friendship Force slogan, so we are looking
forward to making some new friends in this lovely corner of the world.
Bundaberg is in the northeast part of Australia, about 200 miles north of Brisbane, the capital of Queensland.
The Blue Mountains are in the southeast part of the country, 50 miles west of Sydney. Both towns are near
the Tasman Sea, but Bundaberg is 750 miles north of Blue Mountains, so the two towns are in different
climate zones.
Australia’s Blue Mountains look more like the Smoky Mountains than the Rocky Mountains, because the Blue
Mountains are old and worn down. Geologists like to talk about young mountains and old mountains. Young
mountains such as the Alps, the Himalayas, the Pyrenees, and the Rockies are currently growing. Old
mountains like the Appalachians, the Black Forest, and Australia’s Great Dividing Range are the eroded
remnants of ancient continental collisions. The collision between Australia and New Zealand that formed the
Blue Mountains happened about 300 million years ago. By contrast, the Rocky Mountains are less than 80
million years old.
The Blue Mountains may be worn down, but they are still quite beautiful and the Blue Mountains are included
on the World Heritage List. UNESCO listed the area in the year 2000, and they described it as two million
acres of “sandstone plateaux, escarpments and gorges dominated by temperate eucalypt forest.” Australia is
famous for its unique flora and fauna which evolved in isolation after Australia broke off from Africa about 180
million years ago. We all know about the kangaroos and other marsupials, but Australia also has unique
diverse plant groups like the eucalypts. The Blue Mountains are a great place to see both the plants and
animals. In fact, the Blue Mountains get their name from the haze produced by the eucalypts. Another plant,
the Wollemi “pine” is a rare living fossil from the time of the dinosaurs.
Indigenous Australians came from Asia about 65,000 years ago, but the modern history of Australia begins
with English settlement beginning in 1788. England had been transporting convicts to Maryland, Virginia, and
Georgia since about 1610, but the American Revolution ended transportation to America. Australia was
chosen as a new penal colony to replace the state of Georgia. About 150,000 men and women were
transported between 1788 and 1868. Botany Bay near Sydney was the first penal colony in Australia.

continued
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AUSTRALIA’S BLUE MOUNTAINS, continued
The remoteness of Sydney made it attractive as a penal colony. The Blue Mountains to the west of Sydney
formed a strong natural barrier that helped keep prisoners from escaping to the Outback. Since the Blue
Mountains have thick sandstone deposits, most of the rivers and streams on the escarpment had high
waterfalls that the escaped prisoners could not climb.
Free settlers started coming to Sydney in 1793, and they wanted land that they could farm. Prisoners who
had served their time were freed, but they were not able to go back to England. The territorial governmentsponsored expeditions to look for a route over the Blue Mountains to open more land to settlement. In 1813,
three explorers (aided by Aboriginal guides) pioneered a route across the Blue Mountains by following ridges
rather than the blind valleys that ended in waterfalls.
The pioneer route eventually became the Great Western Highway (A-32) which starts in Sydney and reaches
the Blue Mountains at Springwood. The highway continues to Bathurst, on the western side of the mountains
about 125 miles west of Sydney. The A-32 is paralleled by a railroad that was built across the Blue Mountains
between 1867 and 1869. The railroad was a difficult engineering feat because of the steep grades on the
mountains. Originally the railroad had several “zig-zags” where the train would make a tight three-point turn.
Eventually, the railroad reached the town of Bourke, on the edge of the Outback 500 miles to the northwest.
If you go somewhere remote in Australia, you are “back of Bourke.” These days the Blue Mountains are easy
to reach by train. Trains travel to and from Sydney at least every hour, and the trip takes about two hours.
After the railroad was built, a series of tourist towns grew up along the tracks. These towns are at an
elevation of about 3,000 feet which means they have a climate that averages about 10 degrees (F) cooler than
Sydney. The summer in Australia runs from November to February, and many people go to the Blue
Mountains to get away from the heat in Sydney.
In 2008, I visited the Blue Mountains with my friend Alan Ellis, who was born in 1911. Alan’s father was a sea
captain who had a weekly coal run from Newcastle about a hundred miles north of Sydney. Alan’s mother and
grandmother rented a house in the Blue Mountains when Alan was four years old. His father would come to
visit them every weekend while the ship was docked in Sydney. Alan had
been back to the Blue Mountains many times, and he wanted to make a
final trip for old time’s sake. He died in 2012.
The high point of our 2008 trip was a tourist attraction known as Scenic
World in the village of Katoomba. In the 1880s, coal miners built an
inclined railway from the top to the bottom of the 800-foot cliff. The cliff
is composed of hard sandstone, but the sandstone rests on a deposit of
coal and oil shale. The coal miners worked during the week, but in the
1920s weekend tourists started riding the incline. The coal mine was
closed at the end of World War II, but the incline remained as a point of
interest. Today, Scenic World is one of the most popular tourist
attractions in Australia, and it has been dramatically expanded over the
years.
Alan and I rode the inclined railway to the bottom of the cliff. The
eucalypt forest can be very wet, so there is a mile-long boardwalk that
allows visitors to see the rainforest without harming the plants. The
boardwalk also provides an opportunity to see remnants of the mining
operations including a miner’s cabin. continued
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AUSTRALIA’S BLUE MOUNTAINS continued
In 1958, Scenic World added a cable car that travels across the gorge above
Katoomba Falls. The cable car’s cabin holds about seventy people, and it
has a glass floor that looks down hundreds of feet to the base of the falls.
Alan and I enjoyed the cable car, but it is clearly not for people who are
afraid of heights. Over the years, Scenic World has become so popular that
they built a second cable car in 2000 that carries tourists above the inclined
railway to the bottom of the cliff. Alan and I decided to take the inclined
railroad both ways because we felt that it was more exciting.
Katoomba is the largest village in the Blue Mountains, and it has a
population of about 8,000 people. It is the administrative center for the City
of Blue Mountains. The city was formed in 1947 to provide a regional
government for the 27 towns and villages scattered through the Blue
Mountains National Park. The total population of the whole area is about
80,000 people.
The town overlooks the Three Sisters and the
Jamison Valley. The Three Sisters are an
unusual sandstone rock formation that is one
of the most photographed sites in Australia.
There is an 800-step stone and steel staircase
that leads to the bottom of the Jamison Valley
where there are bushwalking trails.
Last year Irene and I were on a 24-day tour of
Australia when COVID-19 struck. Our trip was
cut short, and we had a free day in Sydney.
Our local guide proposed a day trip to the Blue
Mountains. He rented a van and gave eight of
us a remarkable tour. This was Irene’s first visit to the Blue Mountains. Our first stop was Scenic World, and
Irene was thrilled to see the eucalypt forest and the lyrebirds.
After Scenic World, we drove further into the Blue Mountains to Blackheath, where we visited the Blue
Mountains Heritage Center, a national park visitor center. We made a bushwalk to Govetts Leap for another
view of the gorges. This bushwalk gave us an up-close view of some of the damage from the bush fires in
late 2019 and early 2020. The fires ended about two months before we arrived, so we walked through
burned-out forests. These bush fires, which are generally thought to be related to climate change, burned
about three-quarters of the World Heritage area.
After lunch, we visited the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden at Mount Tomah. The bush fires almost destroyed
the garden, and it was closed for repairs for about a month around Christmas of 2020. Firefighters saved the
garden from complete destruction, but about a quarter of it burned. Most of the surrounding forest also
burned. We were pleased to see that most of the plant collection survived. Most of the plants were native to
Australia, and we saw many species that we were not familiar with.
After the gardens, we drove back to Sydney on the back road, stopping for a case of the local apple cider.
The area around Bilpin is well known for its orchards, and the town has three restaurants specializing in apple
pie (my favorite).
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CALENDAR 2021

TRAVEL INSURANCE by Ilene Americus

BOARD MEETING
Tuesday, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Virtual meeting via Zoom

SEPT 7

SEPTEMBER PROGRAM
Tuesday, 6:30 – 9:00 p.m.
SOUTH AFRICA:
WHERE THE FIRST
AND THIRD WORLDS MEET
Virtual meeting via Zoom

SEP 14

BOARD MEETING
Tuesday, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Virtual meeting via Zoom
OCTOBER PROGRAM
Tuesday, 6:30 – 9:00 p.m.
Annual Meeting and Election
Place and program TBD

OCT 5

OCT 12

BOARD MEETING
Tuesday, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Virtual meeting via Zoom

NOV 2

NOVEMBER PROGRAM
Tuesday, 6:30 – 9:00 p.m.
Place and program TBD

NOV 9

DECEMBER PROGRAM
TBD
Zoom links are sent out in advance by
webmaster Gerry Forney. They are sent from
Friendship Force Denver.

Just a brief reminder:
There is stirring amongst the ranks and people are
beginning to think about trips again. Most people
have learned the value of trip insurance and heard
stories from the pandemic. Some companies were
excellent and paid cancellations, while others are
still negotiating refunds or are being sued by travel
companies.
The total collapse of travel last year showed the
benefit of having a good, reputable insurer provide
travel coverage.
This is a reminder to read the policy terms carefully
and to know what you are buying. If you are
planning to travel, check with the CDC and find out
what level they have rated the country. Some
insurance companies will exclude COVID related
expenses to countries that are above Level One
Don’t be afraid to ask questions and make sure you
are getting what you think you are paying for.
For example, most of Europe is still rated Level 4Very High Risk of COVID. If you book a trip to
France or the United Kingdom and need assistance,
make sure it is covered under the policy. If you
book a trip to a Level One country and the rating
changes during your trip, you should be fine.
However, if it changes before your trip, double
check with the company.
Things are very fluid right now and it is certainly
best to be sure you’re protected!

Notice the new logo on page 1. FFI has made
subtle changes in the color of the logo, and
the new type style really stands out. The
new FFI tagline is shown below, and is used
on page 3.
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